
 

 

The Wandering Chant. 

This work refers to the iconic Adelitas of the Mexican civil war who fought alongside 

their men. The term originates from the narrative songs in the form of  ballads called 

corridos .These songs told stories of oppression, history and socially relevant topics 

and were widely popular during the Mexican Revolution. "La Adelita" is one of the 

most famous corridos of the Mexican Revolution. Over the years, it has had many 

adaptations which were inspired by a woman from the state of Durango who joined 

the Maderista movement in the early stages of the Revolution and fell in love with 

Madero, a revolutionary who later became President. Consequently, this popular 

icon became the source that documented the role of women in the Mexican 

Revolution, and gradually became synonymous with the term soldadera, or female 

soldier, who became a vital force in the revolutionary war efforts due to their 

participation in the battles against Mexican government forces.  

In this work I allude to the universality of women as warriors in Africa and 

throughout the world, who fight both personal and public battles of oppression and 

gender discrimination. As the corrido is essentially sung as a a chant, I title the work 

as The Wandering Chant as a lament that women make in their quest for 

emancipation from many social ills. My style is folkloric in character through the use 

of colour and media such as embroidery.The Adelita is dressed in a hybrid garment 

that alludes to both Mexican and African textiles and styles. She is surrounded by 

surreal elements of reality. Snakes and weapons weave between the floral garden 

and could be seen to represent a battle between the forces of good and evil. The use 

of colour and media such as embroidery align with a folkloric character as well.   

        -artist Jennifer Kopping 

 


